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The most important part of socialization is                                            
not                             .

_____________________

__________________

When is the Critical Socialization Period? 

True or False: You should encourage your puppy to meet
everyone even if they are fearful or uncomfortable?

True False

List out all the ways you can vary your pups socialization.
People:
Surfaces:
Environments:
Friendly Animals:

True or False: You need to seek other social opportunities for your
puppy even if you have lot's of people & other animals in the home.

True False

_____________________________________________________________________________

__________________________________________________________________________

__________________________________________________________________

______________________________________________________________
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Potty Training
What is the golden rule of potty training?

When taking your puppy out for an opportunity to go potty, stay
outside for about           minutes. If they do not go in that time,
bring your puppy inside and have them crated or under constant
supervision for           minutes. Then, try again.

________

________

Why is the crate such a huge tool for success?

When should you reward your dog for going potty outside?

Circle the ways you could limit your dogs access in your home.
Crate            Gate            Leash            Ex-Pen          Closed Door

True or False: The best way to handle your puppies accident is by
cleaning it up, and taking them right outside. 

True False
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Puppy Mouthing
Rule #1 of puppy raising is...

The 3 Strike Rule
When playing with your puppy & they become mouthy, you
should                 your dog's mouth with a                       .

Is it ever appropriate to let a puppies teeth touch your skin?
Yes No

Always have plenty of appropriate play things. Circle the ones you
have or could use with your pup.
Kong            Bully Sticks         Squeaky Toys         Teething toys          
Balls             Puzzle Toys            Nylabone                Tug Toys   

Should they still be mouthy & it's uncomfortable, say ouch loudly,
stand up, and                    your puppy for a few moments.

                                  2.                                       3.

Once you return to play, if they are still mouthy then now is not
the time to play. List the 3 ways to end this play session.

1.

__________ ______________

____________

Why? _______________________________________________________________
_______________________________________________________________________

#3

#2

#1
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Jumping
What do I do if my puppy jumps on me?

List three techniques you can use to prevent counter surfing.

True or False: When a puppy jumps on someone else and they
say, "I don't mind! I love puppies!" It's okay to let them jump.

True False

What does appropriate greeting behavior look like? When is it
okay to greet your puppy? Circle the correct responses.
Sitting            4 on floor         Licking my face         Biting my pants          

Laying down         Excited, but not jumping              Jumping up        
What behaviors can I use to teach polite greetings?
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Attention
What is the best way to teach a puppy their name?

True of False: When I say my puppy's name, I should say it as
many times as necessary to get their attention.

True False

When we say our puppies name we are looking for                           ._____________________

Learning for new puppies can be hard! Where are the best
places to begin working on your puppy's attention behaviors?

Pet store            In your yard         At the park         In your home         
  In a class                  The vet                       On a walk with friends        

What should I do if when I say their name, they don't respond?

If your puppy responds every time when you call their name,
now you know its time to increase the                            ._____________________


